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History  
The bansuri is a transverse alto flute of the Indian Subcontinent made from a single hollow shaft 
of bamboo with six or seven finger holes. An ancient musical instrument associated with 
cowherds and the pastoral tradition, it is intimately linked to the love story of Krishna and 
Radha, and is depicted in Buddhist paintings from around 100 AD. The North Indian bansuri, 
typically about 14 inches in length, was traditionally used as a soprano instrument primarily for 
accompaniment in lighter compositions. 
 
General  
The bansuri is a bamboo flute from India, comparable to the western concert flute, but without 
keys. It is made out of one piece, so the tuning cannot be changed. The index, middle, and ring 
fingers of both hands are usually used to finger the six-hole bansuri. For the seven-hole bansuri, 
the little finger (pinky) of the lower hand is usually employed 
The holes are large and make glissandi possible. 
The sound is soft and delicate. A microphone is commonly used, allowing the player the 
possibility to play with many detailed and soft ornaments. 
 
Pitch and rhythm – raga and tala 
Bansuri players use Sargam: a system which can be compared to the do-re-mi system. 
 
Sa, Re, Ga, Ma, Pa, Dha, Ni are like Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si 
 
We play Raga and Tala. Each raga has certain scale (ascending might be different from 
descending), character, time of the day and various melodious movements. 
Tala is the rythmical cycle and the most common is the tintal (teental) with 16 beats (4x4 beats). 
 
Tuning and range 
The most common pitch of bansuri is E (so in 
this case Sa is E). The range extends to a 
fourth below e' and one and a half octave 
above e'. In the case of an E flute: b-c'''.  
 
 
Fingerings and chromatics 
These are the fingerings compared to those of a western concert flute: 
 
# (tivra) and b (komal) 
 
Sa-G    Sa is always Sa, never sharp or flat. 
Re-A    Re (second) can be flat or normal. 
Ga-B    Ga (third) can be flat or normal. 
Tivra Ma-Cis  Ma (fourth) can be sharp or normal. 
Pa-D    Pa (fifth) is always Pa, never sharp or flat. 
Dha-E   Dha (sixth) can be flat or normal. 

	  



Ni-F    Ni (seventh) can be flat or normal. 
 
Depending on the raga, a sharp or flat note is more or less flat (covering more or less the hole). 
It is not possible to play a glissando between Ma (no holes covered) and Pa (every hole 
covered). Half notes can be played by covering half of the wholes. Fast chromatic passages are 
therefore hard to play and rarely used in Indian music. 
 
 Notation and transposition 
In India most musicians don't read but listen, remember, copy and improvise. Notation does 
occur, but by using Sargam, not western staff notation. Flats and sharps are notated by adding a 
stripe (under=flat, above=sharp). 
 
However, I do read staff notation and I am able to use it while playing the bansuri. I prefer to 
play from a transposed part (Sa=G), but I am able to transpose it myself also. 
I have flutes in different pitches (D, E, F, G, A). 
 
I hope this information will be of use for the composers and I am eager to search for solutions 
for their ideas during the Atlas Academy. 
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